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In this paper, we propose a novel coordinated path following controller based on model predictive control (MPC)
for mobile robots. The strategy is based on a virtual structure approach where the entire formation is considered
as a rigid body and the control laws for a virtual leader vehicle and for actual follower robots are optimized by
considering the dynamics of the virtual structure and the desired motion of each vehicle. Besides, we also fulfill
time convergence for trajectory tracking by integrating an additional penalty term into our model predictive control
scheme. However, the major concern in the use of model predictive control is whether such an open-loop control
scheme can guarantee system stability. In this case, we apply the idea of a contractive constraint to guarantee
the stability of our MPC framework. Although our approach is centralized, numerous simulation scenarios have
been conducted to illustrate its effectiveness and its superior performance for a small group of mobile robots.
Furthermore, we show that path following control can offer a number of advantages over its trajectory tracking
counterpart.

Key words: Coordinated Path Following Control, Model Predictive Control, Mobile Robots, Virtual Structure,
Motion Control

Koordinirano slije�enje putanje za mobilne robote zasnovano na strategiji virtualne strukture i mod-
elskom prediktivnom upravljanju. U ovome članku predlaže se novi algoritam upravljanja koordiniranim
slije�enjem putanje za mobilne robote zasnovan na modelskom prediktivnom upravljanju. Strategija se zasniva
na pristupu s virtualnom strukturom gdje se cijela formacija robota smatra krutim tijelom, dok se za virtualno
vodeće vozilo i za slijedeće robote optimiziraju zakoni upravljanja vodeći računa o dinamici virtualne strukture i
željenom gibanju svakog od vozila. Tako�er, algoritam ispunjava uvjet vremena konvergencije radi praćenja trajek-
torija na način da integrira dodatani član unutar algoritma modelskog prediktivnog upravljanja. Me�utim, koristeći
modelsko prediktivno upravljanje postavlja se pitanje može li ovakav pristup u otvorenom upravljačkom krugu
jamčiti stabilnost. Radi toga, primijenjuje se ideja sužavajućeg ograničenja radi jamčenja stabilnosti predloženog
riješenja. Iako je predloženi pristup centraliziran, provedeni su brojni simulacijski eksperimenti kako bi se ilustri-
rala učinkovitost i superiorno vladanje na primjeru male grupe mobilnih robota. Nadalje, pokazuje se da upravljanje
slije�enjem putanje pruža brojne prednosti u usporedbi s praćenjem trajektorije.

Ključne riječi: upravljanje koordiniranim slije�enjem putanje, modelsko prediktivno upravljanje, mobilni roboti,
virtualna struktura, upravljanje gibanjem robota

1 INTRODUCTION

The main characteristics of three basic motion tasks of
an autonomous vehicle [1] are as follows: (i) point sta-
bilization, where the objective is to stabilize a vehicle at
a desired robot posture, (ii) trajectory tracking, where the
vehicle is required to track a time-parameterized reference,
and (iii) path following, where the vehicle is required to
converge to and follow a desired path-parameterized ref-
erence, without any temporal specifications. Typically the
path following controller eliminates the aggressiveness of

the trajectory tracking controller by converging to the path
smoothly and control inputs are less likely forced to satu-
ration [2].

The path following problem becomes more difficult if a
group of mobile robots are required to follow a path and to
maintain a desired formation shape at the same time. This
is a so-called coordinated path following problem. Current
application areas include search and rescue operations, se-
curity patrols, landmine removal, remote terrain and space
exploration, control of arrays of satellites and UAVs, area
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coverage and reconnaissance in military missions [3].

Although the coordinated path following problem has
been well studied, it is still the subject of numerous re-
search studies. In this work, we wish to achieve the fol-
lowing four objectives through our model predictive con-
trol (MPC) framework: (i) coordinated path following con-
trol with stability guarantee and with formation feedback,
(ii) bounded control signals, (iii) time-constraint require-
ments, and (iv) optimal forward velocity of a virtual leader
vehicle. The first objective can be simply fulfilled via a
contractive constraint that can be used to guarantee the sta-
bility of MPC, whereas the other objectives can be accom-
plished by treating them as either constraints or penalty
terms of the MPC scheme. For the third objective, tra-
jectory tracking, where the time evolution of the position,
orientation, as well as the linear and angular velocities
is specified, can be achieved by integrating an additional
penalty term, thus fulfilling both path following and trajec-
tory tracking. Furthermore, for the path following prob-
lem, assigning a velocity profile to the virtual vehicle [4]
is a crucial task. In this paper, the velocity is optimized ac-
cording to robots’ pose errors and desired forward velocity
of formation along some lookahead distance correspond-
ing to the prediction horizon of the MPC scheme.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the mathematical model of a mobile robot and explains the
basic principle of coordinated path following. The con-
trol law based on contractive MPC and the virtual struc-
ture strategy is developed in Section 3. In Section 4, our
controller is validated by extensive simulation scenarios.
Likewise, a comparison between trajectory tracking and
path following is performed to show the effectiveness of
our proposed control scheme. Finally, our conclusions and
future work are drawn in Section 5.

2 THE COORDINATED PATH FOLLOWING
PROBLEM

Typically, control laws used for solving trajectory
tracking problems make robots track predetermined fea-
sible trajectories, i.e., trajectories that assign the time evo-
lution of the position, orientation (spatial dimension), as
well as the linear and angular velocities (temporal dimen-
sion) [5]. However, the drawback of this approach is that
finding a feasible trajectory is a difficult task because of
robots’ complex nonlinear dynamics and significant un-
certainties. In addition, in the presence of large tracking
errors, the controller tries to produce large control signals
to catch up with time-parameterized reference points, thus
resulting in closed-loop performance difficulties and too
large control signals. One approach to eliminate such prob-
lems is to use a path following controller instead, as seen
in our numerical simulations.

Recently, trajectory tracking control has been replaced
by path following control as it is more suitable for certain
applications where the vehicle is not required to be on a
given point of the trajectory at a given time instant. In
particular, Aguiar et al. [5] highlighted a fundamental dif-
ference between path following and trajectory tracking by
demonstrating that performance limitations due to unstable
zero-dynamics can be removed in the path following prob-
lem. Besides, with path following, smoother convergence
to the path is attained, the time-dependence of the problem
is obviated, and the control signals are less likely forced
into saturation when compared to trajectory tracking.

In general, control laws for path following problems are
designed to steer an object (robot arm, mobile robot, ship,
aircraft, etc.) to reach and to follow a geometric path, i.e.,
a manifold parameterized by a continuous path variable
s (called a geometric task), while a secondary goal is to
force the object moving along the path to satisfy some ad-
ditional dynamic specifications (called a dynamic assign-
ment task) [5]. This dynamic behavior can be determined
by time, speed, or acceleration assignments [6]. This set-
ting is apparently more general than the trajectory tracking
problem in such a way that the path variable s is left as an
extra degree of freedom for the secondary goal.

To determine the path variable s, a numerical projec-
tion from the current state onto the path was used by Mi-
caelli and Samson [7]. This point on the path plays the
role of a virtual vehicle that will be tracked by the actual
vehicle. The main problem of this idea is that singularities
occur when the distance to the path is not well-defined.
This problem can be avoided by explicitly controlling the
timing law for s along the path.

In general, the choice of the timing law for s has the
following desired behavior: When path following errors
are large, the virtual vehicle will slow down or wait for
the actual vehicle, when path errors are small, the virtual
vehicle will move at the speed close to the desired speed
assignment. Since it avoids the use of large control signals
for large path errors, it is suitable in practice. Diaz del Rio
et al. [8] proposed a method called error adaptive tracking,
in which the tracking adapts to the errors. They defined
the function of ṡ as ṡ = g(e), where e is the distance error.
They also proposed ṡ = g(t, e) in order to preserve time
determinism of trajectory tracking. Soeanto et al. [4] con-
trolled ṡ explicitly by modeling the kinematic equations
of motion with respect to the Frenet frame. A virtual ve-
hicle concept was also employed by Egerstedt et al. [9],
whose control law ensures global stability by determining
the motion of the virtual vehicle on the desired path via a
differential equation containing error feedback.

In this work, we adapt the idea of [10] to obtain op-
timal motion of the virtual vehicle by using MPC. One
of its well-known advantages is that input constraints are
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handled straightforwardly in the optimization problem so
that the robot can travel safely. In contrast, other conven-
tional control techniques are usually designed under the
assumption that there are no limitations on inputs or states.
Likewise, future information can be employed in order to
improve system performance because the reference path is
known beforehand.

A so-called coordinated path following problem makes
the path following problem more difficult because a group
of mobile robots are required to follow a path and to main-
tain a desired formation shape at the same time. This
problem can be seen as a subset of formation control in
the research area of multi-robot systems [3]. In the litera-
ture, the approaches to solve this problem are roughly cat-
egorized into three strategies: leader-following, behavior-
based, and virtual-structure. Each approach has its own
advantage and disadvantage. In this work, we choose a
virtual structure approach where it considers the entire for-
mation as a rigid body. The control law for each vehicle of
the virtual structure is determined by considering the dy-
namics of the virtual structure and the desired motion of
each vehicle. The main advantages of this approach are
that the virtual structure can move as a whole in a given
direction with some given orientation and the coordinated
behavior for the whole group can be easily described and
effectively maintained during maneuvers. However, this
virtual-structure strategy may not be suitable for applica-
tions that the formation shape needs to be frequently re-
configured.

The virtual structure approach has been used for for-
mation control of mobile robots [11–14], spacecraft [15]
and marine vehicles [16]. Lewis and Tan [11] proposed
an algorithm that iteratively fits the virtual structure to the
robots’ positions, displaces the virtual structure in some
desired direction and updates the robots’ positions. Their
method included formation feedback, but they cannot guar-
antee that a formation converges to a desired configura-
tion. Egerstedt and Hu [12] defined the formation through
mathematical constraints that model the formation shape.
The path for a virtual leader including formation feedback
is computed as a reference point for the robots to follow.
Similarly, Young et al. [13] included a specific term of for-
mation feedback into the coordination variable evolution.
The virtual structure slows down and stops as the robots get
out of formation and it moves towards its final goal if the
robots are maintaining formation. Recently, Sadowska et
al. [14] proposed a controller that contains so-called mu-
tual coupling terms between the robots to ensure robust-
ness of the formation with respect to perturbations.

Besides the virtual structure approach for solving the
coordinated path following problem of mobile robots,
Ghabcheloo et al. [17] presented a solution to the problem
of steering a group of wheeled mobile robots along given

spatial paths, while holding a desired inter-vehicle forma-
tion pattern with bidirectional communication constraints.
Do [18] designed a cooperative controller to force a group
of mobile robots with limited sensing ranges to perform
desired formation tracking, and to guarantee no collisions
between robots using potential functions. Kanjanawan-
ishkul et al. [19] developed a coordinated path following
controller based on a Lyapunov function and a second-
order consensus protocol with a reference velocity. Xi-
ang et al. [20] addressed the problem of simultaneous path
following control, obstacle avoidance and collision free
for coordinated vehicles with speed adaptation. Recently,
Ghomman et al. [21] developed a decentralized feedback
control law that drives each robot to its desired path while
adjusting its speed to the nominal velocity profile based on
the exchange of information with its neightbors.

In this paper, we introduce a solution for the coordi-
nated path following problem based on a centralized non-
linear MPC approach and a virtual structure strategy. Un-
like most MPC controllers which have been employed to
solve a trajectory tracking problem, our MPC controller
offers two key advantages: (i) integrating the velocity
of a virtual leader, ṡ, into the cost function explicitly to
solve the path following problem and (ii) achieving time-
convergence requirements.

Since an MPC algorithm employs an explicit model of
the plant which is used to predict the future output behav-
ior, the kinematic model of a unicycle mobile robot we use
in our numerical simulations is as follows:



ẋm
ẏm
θ̇m


 =



vm cos θm
vm sin θm

ωm


 , (1)

where xm(t) = [xm, ym, θm]T is the state vector in the
world frame. vm and ωm denote the linear and angular
velocities, respectively.

To make a formation pattern where N unicycle mobile
robots, namely Ri, i = 1, ..., N , to follow a reference path
and to maintain a desired formation shape, we employ an
idea of formation configurations in a curvilinear coordi-
nate system [22] where the formation shape can be slightly
modified when the formation is turning in such a way that
robots on the outside speed up and robots on the inside
slow down. This allows the formation to be shape compli-
ant on route as seen in Fig. 1. In our method, the reference
path which the virtual leader vehicle follows is first pre-
specified and parameterized by the path variable sc. Then
each actual follower robot i in the group has a predeter-
mined coordinate (pi(s), qi(s)) where qi is the offset dis-
tance perpendicular to the reference path at si (see Fig. 1)
relative to the reference point C (the location of the vir-
tual leader robot) such that si = sc + pi(s). Thus, we can
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Fig. 1. Graphical depiction of mobile robots making a for-
mation and following a reference path with offset quanti-
ties. Point C denotes the location of a virtual leader robot
and R1 −R3 denote actual follower robots.

compute the desired pose of robot i by using the following
equations:

xi,r =



xi,r
yi,r
θi,r


 =



xi,p − qi sin θi,p
yi,p + qi cos θi,p

θi,p


 (2)

where [xi,p, yi,p, θi,p]
T is the desired state vector of robot

i at si and [xi,r, yi,r, θi,r]
T is the vector of the desired

reference pose at si with offset qi (see Fig. 2). Then the
desired velocity of follower robot i can be obtained by

l̇i = Hiṡi (3)

ẋi,r = l̇i cos θi,r (4)

ẏi,r = l̇i sin θi,r (5)

ωi = κi l̇i (6)

where

κi = sign(b)
√
a2+b2

H2

H =
√

(1− κpq)2 + (dqds )2

a = −2κp
dq
ds − q

dκp

ds − (1− κpq) G
H2

b = κp − κ2
pq + d2q

ds2 −
dq
ds

G
H2

G = (1− κpq)(−κp dqds − q
dκp

ds ) + dq
ds
d2q
ds2

l̇i, ωi and κi are the desired translational velocity, the de-
sired rotational velocity and the desired curvature of fol-
lower robot i, respectively. κp is the curvature at si on the
reference path. The derivations can be found in [23]. It has
to be noted that (3) and (6) are not valid if cusp or singu-
larity at the robot’s path is present.

Furthermore, to deal with path following problems,
we introduce an additional variable state ηe where ηe =

ṡc−uc and uc is the desired forward velocity of the whole
formation moving along the reference path. We can then
obtain the following equation:

η̇e = s̈c − u̇c (7)

where s̈c is an acceleration control input of the virtual
leader vehicle.

Therefore, we generally wish to find the control laws
of s̈c, vi,m and ωi,m such that the robot follows the desired
reference pose with xi,r = [xi,r, yi,r, θi,r]

T . The kine-
matic model of a mobile robot can be formulated with re-
spect to the Frenet frame moving along the reference path.
This frame plays the role of the body frame of the virtual
leader vehicle that must be followed by the entire forma-
tion of actual robots as depicted in Fig. 1. The error state
vector between xi,m and xi,r can be expressed in the frame
of the path coordinate as follows:



xi,e
yi,e
θi,e


 =




cos θi,r sin θi,r 0
− sin θi,r cos θi,r 0

0 0 1





xi,m − xi,r
yi,m − yi,r
θi,m − θi,r


 .

(8)

Using (1) - (8), the error state dynamic model chosen
in a rotated coordinate frame becomes

ẋi,e = yi,eHiṡiκi −Hiṡi + vi,m cos θi,e

ẏi,e = −xi,eHiṡiκi + vi,m sin θi,e

θ̇i,e = ωi,m −Hiṡiκi

s̈i = s̈c + p̈i

η̇e = s̈c − u̇c

. (9)

We redefine the control signals as follows:

ui,e =



ui,1
ui,2
ui,3


 =



−Hiṡi + vi,m cos θi,e

ωi,m −Hiṡiκi
s̈c − u̇c


 , (10)

Fig. 2. A graphical representation of a unicycle mobile
robot and a reference pose.
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Fig. 3. Principle of model predictive control [24].

and the error state dynamic model then becomes

ẋi,e =




ẋi,e
ẏi,e
θ̇i,e
η̇e


 =




0 Hiṡiκi 0 0
−Hiṡiκi 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0







xi,e
yi,e
θi,e
ηe




+




ui,1
vi,m sin θi,e

ui,2
ui,3


 .

(11)

3 THE VIRTUAL STRUCTURE STRATEGY WITH
MPC

The conceptual structure of MPC is depicted in Fig. 3.
As its name suggests, an MPC algorithm uses an explicit
model of the plant for predicting the future output behavior.
This prediction capability allows computing a sequence
of manipulated variables in order to solve optimal control
problems online, where the future behavior of a plant is
optimized over a future horizon, possibly subject to con-
straints on the manipulated inputs and outputs [24,25]. The
result of the optimization is used according to a receding
horizon philosophy as follows: At time t only the first input
of the optimal command sequence is applied to the plant.
The remaining optimal inputs are discarded and then a new
optimal control problem is solved at time t+ δ, where δ is
the sampling period. As new measurements are collected
from the plant at each update time, the receding horizon
mechanism provides the controller with the feedback char-
acteristics.

Although important issues of linear MPC theory are
well addressed by now, linear MPC is not suitable for
highly nonlinear systems. Therefore nonlinear models

must be used [24]. Besides computation burdens of non-
linear optimization problems, another major concern in the
use of MPC is whether such an open-loop controller can
guarantee system stability. It is shown that an infinite pre-
dictive control horizon can guarantee stability of a system,
but the infinite predictive horizon may not be feasible for
a nonlinear system in practice [24]. Mayne et al. [25] have
presented essential principles for the stability of MPC of
constrained dynamical systems. Different approaches to
attain closed-loop stability using finite horizon lengths ex-
ist. We intentionally do not collect all published contribu-
tions because of a large number of publications, we refer
the reader to [24, 25].

Although MPC is apparently not a new control method,
research studies dealing with MPC of path following prob-
lems are rare. Some of them are as follows: Vougioukas
[26] presented a reactive path tracking controller based on
nonlinear MPC, along with an iterative gradient descent
algorithm for its real-time implementation. In the pres-
ence of obstacles, the controller deviates from the refer-
ence trajectory by incorporating obstacle-distance infor-
mation from range sensors into the optimization problem.
Falcone et al. [27] presented two approaches with different
computational complexities for controlling an active front
steering system in an autonomous vehicle. In the first ap-
proach, the MPC problem is formulated by using a non-
linear vehicle model. The second approach is based on
successive online linearization of the vehicle model, result-
ing in a linear time-varying (LTV) system. Bak et al. [28]
proposed a model predictive controller with velocity con-
straints to avoid excessive overshooting and to have time
to decelerate when turning. Recently, Raffo et al. [29] pro-
posed two MPC schemes considering both kinematic and
dynamic control in a cascade structure: (1) a state space
formulation based on the linearized kinematic model of the
error between the real vehicle and a reference vehicle and
(2) a generalized predictive control (GPC) scheme based
on a local linear model and approximation paths.

This paper differs from other MPC schemes as follows:
(i) our MPC scheme can produce an optimal velocity of a
virtual leader vehicle to solve path following problems, (ii)
we achieve time-convergence requirements for trajectory
tracking, and (iii) stability can be guaranteed via a con-
tractive constraint.

3.1 Contractive MPC
A nonlinear system is normally described by the fol-

lowing nonlinear differential equation:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),u(t))
subject to: x(t) ∈ X , u(t) ∈ U , ∀t ≥ 0

(12)

where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm are the n dimensional state
vector and the m dimensional input vector of the system,
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respectively. X ⊆ Rn and U ⊆ Rm denote the set of
feasible states and inputs of the system, respectively. To
achieve our goals, both pose errors of all robot members
and path following errors of the formation are included into
an objective function, which is minimized at each update
time. The input applied to the system is then given by the
solution of the following finite horizon open-loop optimal
control problem:

min
ū(·)

∫ t+Tp

t

F (x̄(τ), ū(τ)) dτ + Vt (13)

subject to: ˙̄x(τ) = f(x̄(τ), ū(τ)) (14a)
ū(τ) ∈ U ∀τ ∈ [t, t+ Tc] (14b)
x̄(τ) ∈ X ∀τ ∈ [t, t+ Tp] (14c)
‖x̄(t+ Tp)‖P ≤ α‖x̄(t)‖P α ∈ [0, 1)

(14d)

where

F (x̄, ū) =

N∑

i=1

(x̄Ti,eQix̄i,e + ūTi,eRiūi,e). (15)

The bar denotes an internal controller variable. Tp repre-
sents the length of the prediction horizon or output hori-
zon, and Tc denotes the length of the control horizon or
input horizon (Tc ≤ Tp). When Tp = ∞, we refer to this
as the infinite horizon problem, and similarly, when Tp is
finite, as a finite horizon problem. The deviation from the
desired values is weighted by the positive definite matrices
Q and R.

To achieve both smooth spatial convergence and time
convergence, we penalize the objective function (13) with
the following time-convergence penalty term, Vt, so that
trajectory tracking requirements are fulfilled:

Vt = Kt(st − s̄(t+ Tp))
2 (16)

where a positive constant, Kt, weighs the relative impor-
tance of convergence in time over spatial convergence to
the path. If Kt is set to zero, pure path following is ob-
tained. st is the path length at the time-parameterized
reference plus the length of the predictive horizon, while
s̄(t + Tp) is the internal path length at t + Tp. Note that
this penalty term is only applied at end of the predictive
horizon in order to avoid aggressive motion.

The constraints in (14a) and (14b) denote the following
bounded states and control inputs:




0
vm,min

∆vm,min
ωm,min

∆ωm,min



≤




ṡc
vi,m

∆vi,m
ωi,m

∆ωi,m



≤




ṡmax
vm,max

∆vm,max
ωm,max

∆ωm,max



, (17)

where ∆vi,m = vi,m(tn) − vi,m(tn−1) and ∆ωi,m =
ωi,m(tn)− ωi,m(tn−1).

The last inequality end constraint in (14d) is a so-called
contractive constraint [30]. This constraint imposed in the
optimization at time t requires that the system states at the
end of the predictive horizon, x̄(t + Tp) are contracted
in norm with respect to the states at the beginning of the
prediction, x̄(t). The two additional controller parameters
which determine how much contraction is required are the
so-called contractive parameter, α ∈ [0, 1) and the positive
definite matrix P .

3.2 Stability Analysis

Before the stability proof of our MPC framework will
be given, the following assumptions based on [30] are
needed to ensure stability:

Assumption 1 There exists a constant ρ ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all x(t) ∈ Bρ := {x ∈ Rn| ‖x‖P ≤ ρ}, we can
find a contractive parameter α ∈ [0, 1) so that with the
chosen finite horizon TP all the constraints on the inputs
and states can be satisfied and the objective function is fi-
nite.

Note that, if Assumption 1 holds and if the optimal con-
trol problem is feasible at time t0, then the sequence of
control problems at t > t0 is feasible as well.

Assumption 2 There exists a constant β ∈ (0,∞) such
that the transient state, x(τ), of the model satisfies
‖x(τ)‖P ≤ β‖x(t)‖P , for all τ ∈ [t, t+ Tp].

Note that, if Assumption 2 holds, systems with finite
escape time are ruled out. Then, the theorem based on [30]
can now be given.

Theorem 1 Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, the MPC
algorithm described in Subsection 3.1 is exponentially sta-
ble in such a way that the resulting trajectory of the closed-
loop system satisfies the following inequality

‖x(t)‖P ≤ β‖x(t0)‖P e−(1−α)(t−t0)/Tp . (18)

Proof: From Assumption 1, if the optimal control
problem is feasible at time t0, the optimal control problem
is feasible at time t > t0. Thus, we have

‖x(tk)‖P ≤ α‖x(tk−1)‖P ≤ · · · ≤ αk‖x(t0)‖P , (19)

where tk = t0 + kTp and k belongs to the set of non-
negative integers. From Assumption 2, x(t) satisfies the
following inequality:

‖x(t)‖P ≤ βαk‖x(t0)‖P , ∀t ∈ [tk, tk+1]. (20)
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Since e(α−1) − α ≥ 0, which means 0 ≤ αk ≤ e−(1−α)k,
inequality (20) results that

‖x(t)‖P ≤ β‖x(t0)‖P e−(1−α)k. (21)

Since k = (tk − t0)/TP and (t − t0)/TP < (tk −
t0)/TP ,∀t ∈ [t0, tk), we have

βe−(1−α)k ≤ βe−(1−α)(t−t0)/TP . (22)

Therefore, using (21) and (22), we finally have

‖x(t)‖P ≤ β‖x(t0)‖P e−(1−α)(t−t0)/TP . (23)

This concludes the proof.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

Our coordinated path following control framework
with a contractive constraint and formation feedback has
been evaluated through extensive computer simulations.
The following eight-shaped curve is selected as a reference
path because its geometrical symmetry and sharp changes
in curvature make the test challenging:

xp(t) = 2.3 cos (0.15t)
1+(sin (0.15t))2 yp(t) = 2.3 sin (0.15t) cos (0.15t)

1+(sin (0.15t))2

where t is time in case of trajectory tracking, while this
reference is numerically parameterized by the path variable
s in case of the path following problem. All the parameters
of our framework are set as follows:
Qi = diag(0.1, 10, 0.1, 0.1),
Ri = diag(0.01, 0.01, 0.01),
Pi = diag(1, 1, 0.01),
Kt = 1, Tc = Tp = 0.15 s, δ = 0.05 s,
uc = 0.2 m/s, s(0) = 0 m, ṡmax = 1.0 m/s, α = 0.99,
vm,min = −1.0 m/s, vm,max = 1.0 m/s,
ωm,min = −1.0 rad/s, ωm,max = 1.0 rad/s,
∆vm,min = −0.2 m/s, ∆vm,max = 0.2 m/s,
∆ωm,min = −0.2 rad/s and ∆ωm,max = 0.2 rad/s.
To show the effectiveness of our proposed control

scheme, the following four simulation scenarios have been
conducted. Note that the circles in all figures below are
snapshots of robot locations at every 2.5 s and the robot
trajectories are shown as dashed lines.

4.1 Optimal Forward Velocity of the Virtual Leader
Vehicle

Since the forward velocity of the virtual leader vehicle
can be used as an extra degree of freedom in this work,
we show that it can be optimized in the sense that it can
decrease or increase in order to minimize the objective
function including robots’ pose errors, the deviation from
the desired control inputs and the deviation from the de-
sired forward velocity (uc) of the formation. Figure 4

shows simulation results that three mobile robots from
initial pose: R1(2.0,−0.2, π/2)T , R2(2.5,−0.3, 2π/3)T ,
and R3(2.5, 0.3, 0)T are required to follow the given refer-
ence path and to form a triangular shape, where (p1, q1) =
(−0.2, 0.2), (p2, q2) = (−0.2,−0.2) and (p3, q3) =
(0.2, 0) for robot R1, R2, and R3, respectively. The for-
ward velocity and the acceleration control input of the vir-
tual leader vehicle are shown in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e),
respectively. As expected, the forward velocity of the vir-
tual vehicle can be adjusted to meet our requirements. Fur-
thermore, the control input boundaries are not violated as
seen in Fig. 4(b) (the results of robot R1 and R3 are omit-
ted because of limited space), while the robots’ pose errors
become close to zero as depicted in Fig. 4(c).

4.2 Parameter Turning

The important tuning parameters of the MPC algorithm
include the sampling period δ, the control horizon Tc, the
prediction horizon Tp, and the penalty weight matrices Q,
R, P , and Kt. To obtain good closed-loop performance,
the sampling period should be small enough to capture the
process dynamics, while the control horizon must be cho-
sen to provide a balance between performance and compu-
tation. Also, stability is strongly affected by the prediction
horizon length. The weighting matrices Q, R, P , and Kt

can be the most difficult tuning parameters because their
values depend both on the scaling of the problem and the
relative importance of the variables.

In this subsection, we test our MPC algorithm with
three different values of the control horizon (Note that, in
this work, we choose Tc = Tp). The results of Tc = 0.15 s
(i.e., 3 steps), Tc = 0.25 s (i.e., 5 steps), and Tc = 0.5
s (i.e., 10 steps) are shown in Fig. 4(a), Fig. 5(a), and
Fig. 5(d), respectively. As seen in Fig. 4(b), Fig. 5(b) and
Fig. 5(e), the longer control horizon results in better per-
formance in velocity tracking and better transient response,
but leads to an increase of online computation. Thus, the
control horizon must be carefully chosen to compromise
between performance and computation.

4.3 The Number of Mobile Robots

Since our centralized controller processes all the in-
formation needed to achieve the desired control objec-
tives, apparently it will not be suitable for a large num-
ber of robots because of high computation time of opti-
mization problems and the nature of inter-robot commu-
nication networks. Although it is widely claimed that de-
centralized systems under local sensing, control, and inter-
actions among robots and environments offer several ad-
vantages, including robustness/fault tolerance against sin-
gle robot failures, natural exploitation of parallelism, and
scalability [31], in formation control problems, centralized
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Fig. 4. The coordinated path following results with uc = 0.2 m/s and 3 steps of predictive horizon (i.e., Tp is 0.15 s): (a)
the superimposed snapshots of the formation, (b) the velocity profiles of robot R2, (c) the pose errors of robot R2, (d) the
forward velocity of the virtual leader vehicle, and (e) the acceleration control input of the virtual leader vehicle.

control laws can ideally yield superior performance and
optimal decisions for both the individual members and the
formation as a whole. Therefore, in this work, we address
the coordinated path following problem of a small number
of mobile robots. Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(c) show simu-
lation results of controlling six and twelve mobile robots,
respectively, to maintain a desired formation shape. Note
that, in the presence of perturbation or under transient con-
ditions, the forward velocity of the virtual leader vehicle
is more affected by the number of robots that participate
in performing coordinated path following tasks as shown
Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(d).

4.4 Time-convergence Penalty
This scenario shows that our controller can achieve

both reference convergence in the path following problem
and time convergence in the trajectory tracking problem.
As mentioned previously, a group of mobile robots is re-
quired to track a time-parameterized reference for trajec-
tory tracking. This can be achieved by integrating an ad-
ditional penalty term Vt in (13) into the objective function,
thus fulfilling both path following and trajectory tracking.

Figure 4(a) and Figure 7(a) show the simulation results
of pure path following control and pure trajectory track-

ing control, respectively. Notice that, during transients of
path following control, less control signals are pushed to
input boundaries (vm,min = −1.0 m/s, vm,max = 1.0 m/s,
ωm,min = −1.0 rad/s, ωm,max = 1.0 rad/s) and motions are
less aggressive as shown in Fig. 4(b), while opposite be-
haviors of control signals occur in trajectory tracking con-
trol as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). However, time constraints
are not achieved in the path following control. On the other
hand, Figure 7(c) shows the simulation results of our pro-
posed method that can achieve both reference convergence
of path following and time convergence of trajectory track-
ing. As seen in the results, the robots converge smoothly to
the desired path, similar to the results in Fig. 4(a) and then
they react to achieve zero trajectory tracking error, i.e., the
robots reach the same positions and the same velocities as
the results of trajectory tracking, shown in Fig. 7(b), at the
same time. Furthermore, less control signals are pushed to
input boundaries as shown in Fig. 7(d).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a new approach to satisfy

the following four objectives: (i) to solve coordinated path
following control with stability guarantee and with forma-
tion feedback, (ii) to produce optimal forward velocity of
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Fig. 5. The path following results by using two different values of the control horizon: (a) Tc = 0.25 s (i.e., 5 steps of the
control horizon), (b) the velocity profiles of robot R2 corresponding to (a), (c) the pose errors of robot R2 corresponding
to (a), (d) Tc = 0.5 s (i.e., 10 steps of the control horizon), (e) the velocity profiles of robot R2 corresponding to (d), and
(f) the pose errors of robot R2 corresponding to (d).

a virtual leader vehicle, (iii) to bound control signals, and
(iv) to fulfill time convergence requirements. All these ob-
jectives are achieved through our MPC framework where
the MPC law is used to produce a sequence of control
inputs by considering input boundaries, formation feed-
back, a contractive constraint, and time-convergence re-
quirements. Furthermore, a comparison between path fol-
lowing and trajectory tracking has also been shown and
discussed.

Currently, we are developing real mobile robots which
can be used to validate our control law in real-world envi-
ronments. In addition, we will extend our controller to ac-
complish the coordinated path following task in dynamic
environments with static and moving obstacles.
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